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BRITISH TROOPS BEAT MONSOON BOREDOM:

Although life in the border country from Arakan to Northern Assam, is far from a picnic
in these days of-heavy monsoon rains, British troops with their vast experience of

uncomfortable jungle conditions, are defeating this worst of all seasons, by hard work, veil

mixed with play. Boredom, probably the greatest evil of the monsoon season, has been so

successfully combated that it can truly be said that the morale of the individual Tommy
is even better than it was when fighting in Arakan ceased about the end of May,

A tour of the Chittagong area clearly illustrated this fact. It was a case of water

and mud with the air sticky and heavy with the humidity. Training was going on steadily
with a demonstration of vigorous battle drill by men of a famous British Nest Country

Regiment,

On the amusement side there wore two concert parties, one British and the other Indian,
who have been drawing full houses at nightly performances. The most forward troops were

not forgotten - so forward in fact that one party on a night of soaking rain filled a tent

with an enthusiastic audience, less than 20 miles from the Japanese positions.

Sport also plays an important port in filling the leisure hours of British troops. In

the rear areas there is a flourishing inter-unit football competition, in which the Army,

R,A,F, and local civil defence workers take part. In addition there are two public
cinemas and a host of restaurants and cafes which have sprung up with mushroom rapidity.

British Tommies while many an hour away in friendly chats and cheery banter over a cup

of tea and a snack in these tea-houses.

Fraternising with the local population is the most natural thing in the -world to the

Tommy, Such little incidents as the following are a common sight in the operational areas.

Two British pilots, gravely military, demonstrate the proper way to salute to a small

Indian bey, his face one vast white-toothed grin as he carried out his teachers 1

instructions.

A British N.C.O, with ring-side manner showing a young civilian the correct method of

putting over a right heok.

As far as is possible the Army is helping to ease the civilian food supply shortage by

cutting down waste and carefully saving a surplus from their kitchens and turning it over

to the A.R.P, authorities, who distribute this food to the hungry poor.

There is not much "beer and skittles" for servicemen on the Burma border these days.

Troops live and work in difficult conditions. Their homes .are grass-roofed huts; their

job patrolling in dense jungles and across torrential streams. Rations come by mule or

rater and always get through. There is, of course, rain and more rain. • In spite of this

tnere are more cheerful than gloomy faces and the comment most often heard is "Oh, well

let us hope its worse for the Jap",

In the real job of preparing to meet and to boat the Japs, British troops are learning

in the best possible sche>o3- - the school of practical experience, Waterlogged country,

streams in flood, all the worst the monsoon can do, cannot prevent more and deeper

patrolling by our side than by the Japs,

Recent encounters have shown how successful our men have been in overcoming the

monsoon conditions. There are many stories of British-patrols going out for a week at a

tine, and returning with reports of how they fooled the Japs and got clean away.

And so it goes on with, our men more than confident that they have beaten their worst

foe at this time of the year - the not-so-dreaded-monsoon,
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